In this paper, the author consider the concept of harmonically quasiconvex mappings on the co-ordinates and achieve some new general inequalities of Simpson-like type for harmonically quasi-convex mappings on the co-ordinates by creating an integral identity for partial differentiable mappings on the bidimensional interval from the plane.
Introduction
Many inequalities have been established for convex functions but the most famous is the Hermite-Hadamard's inequality, due to its rich geometrical significance and applications, which is stated as follows: Let f : I ⊆ R → R be a convex mapping and a, b ∈ I with a < b. Then following double inequalities hold:
Note that some of the classical inequalities for means can be derived from (1) for appropriate particular selections of the mapping f . Both inequalities hold in the reversed direction if f is concave. For some results which generalize, improve and extend the Hermite-Hadamard type inequalities, you may see [4, 6, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 19] and references therein.
Hermite-Hadamard's inequalities for (α, m)-convex, GA-convex and geometric convex mappings have received renewed attention in recent years and a remarkable variety of refinements and generalizations have been found in [6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20] and references therein. For some results which generalize, improve and extend the Simpson inequalities, you may see [1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 16] .
Let us recall some definitions of several kinds of convex functions:
] be a bidimensional interval in R 2 with a < b and c < d. A mapping f : ∆ → R is said to be convex on ∆ if the inequality
holds, for all (x, y), (z, w) ∈ ∆ and t ∈ [0, 1]. If the above inequality is reversed, then f is said to be concave on ∆.
In [17] , Erhan Set and Imdat Işcan introduced the concept of harmonically convex mappings: Definition 2. Let I be an interval in R \ {0}. Then f : I → R is said to be harmonically convex on I if the inequality
holds, for all x, y ∈ I and t ∈ [0, 1]. If the inequality in (2) is reversed, then f is said to be harmonically concave on I.
For recent results and new inequalities related to harmonically convex mappings, you may see [7, 8, 9] .
The following result of the Hermite-Hadamard type for harmonically convex mappings holds [8] : Theorem 1.2. Let f : I → R be a harmonically convex mappings on an interval I in R \ {0} and a, b ∈ I with a < b. If f ∈ L[a, b], then the following double inequalities hold:
The inequalities are sharp.
with a < b and c < d. A mapping f : ∆ → R is said to be quasi-convex on ∆ if the inequality
holds, for all (x, y), (z, w) ∈ ∆ and t, λ ∈ [0, 1].
In this article we consider the concept of harmonically quasi-convex mappings:
with a < b and c < d. A mapping f : ∆ → R is said to be harmonically quasi-convex on ∆ if the inequality
Definition 5. A mapping f : ∆ → R is said to be on the co-ordinates on ∆ if the partial mappings
In [17] , Erhan Set and Imdat Işcan introduced the concept of harmonically convex mappings on the co-ordinates. A formal definition of harmonically quasi-convex mappings on the co-ordinates may be stated as follows:
with a < b and c < d. A mapping f : ∆ → R is said to be harmonically quasi-convex on the co-ordinates on ∆ if the inequality
holds, for all (x, y), (x, w), (z, y), (z, w) ∈ ∆ and t, λ ∈ [0, 1]. If the inequality in (3) is reversed, then f is said to be harmonically quasi-concave on ∆.
In this paper, the author consider the concept of harmonically quasi-convex mappings on the co-ordinates and achieve some new general inequalities of Simpson-like type for harmonically quasi-convex mappings on the co-ordinates by using a new identity for partial differentiable mappings on the bidimensional interval from the plane R 2 .
Main results
In order to generalize the Simpson-like type inequalities for harmonically convex function on the co-ordinates, we need the following lemma [14] :
is integrable on ∆, then for any n ≥ 2 and h ∈ (0, 1) with
, the following identity
holds, where A t (α, β) = tα + (1 − t)β, and
, then we have [12, 17] :
(b) if we choose n → ∞ and h = , then we get [17] :
holds, where
is harmonically quasi-convex mapping on the co-ordinates on ∆, then for any n ≥ 2 and h ∈ (0, 1) with
, the following inequality
where
Proof. From Lemma 1, we have
Since
is harmonically quasi-convex mapping on the co-ordinates on ∆, we have
By substituting (5) in (4), we get
Computing the integrals in the right of above inequality (6), we have
where we have used the facts that
By substituting (7) in (6), we get the desired result. 
.
By the Hölder integral inequality, we have
Computing the integrals in the right of above inequality (9), we have
By substituting (10) in (9), we get
(c)
By substituting (11)- (14) in (8), we get the desired result. , q ≥ 1 is harmonically quasi-convex mapping on the coordinates on ∆, then for any n ≥ 2 and h ∈ (0, 1) with
Proof. From Lemma 1, we have the inequality (8) . By the well-known power mean integral inequality, we get
By the inequality (16), we get
By the inequalities (15) and (17), we obtain
By the simillar arguments for the above integral, we have
(c) 
where we have used the facts that By substituting (18)- (21) in (8), we get the desired result.
